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TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
second book in
Diana Gabaldon’s
acclaimed
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Outlander saga, the
basis for the Starz
original series.
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Tell the Bees That I
Am Gone, available
November 23! This
special twenty-fifthanniversary edition
features a new
introduction by the
author and a
reader’s group
guide. “A triumph!
A powerful tale
layered in history
and myth. I loved
every page.”—Nora
Roberts With her
classic novel
Outlander, Diana
Gabaldon
introduced two
unforgettable
characters—Claire
Randall and Jamie
Fraser—delighting
readers with a story
of adventure and
love that spanned
two centuries. Now
Gabaldon returns to
that extraordinary
time and place in
this vivid, powerful
sequel to
Outlander. For
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Randall has kept
her secrets. But
now she is
returning with her
grown daughter to
the mysteries of
Scotland’s mistshrouded
Highlands. Here
Claire plans to
reveal a truth as
shocking as the
events that gave it
birth: the secret of
an ancient circle of
standing stones, the
secret of a love that
transcends
centuries, and the
truth of a man
named Jamie
Fraser—a Highland
warrior whose
gallantry once drew
the young Claire
from the security of
her century to the
dangers of his.
Claire’s
spellbinding
journey continues
through the
intrigue-ridden
French court and
2/30

the menace of
Jacobite plots, to
the Highlands of
Scotland, through
war and death in a
desperate fight to
save both the child
and the man she
loves.
The Outlandish
Companion Sep 09
2020 Now in a
brand-new edition,
newly updated
throughout,
including new
material from the
author, 16 pages of
Showcase television
series tie-in
photographs, and a
gorgeous new cover
and timed with the
new season of
Outlander on
Showcase
beginning April
2015. The
Outlandish
Companion is the
comprehensive
insider's guide to
the first four books
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bestselling series.
New York Times
bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon
takes readers
behind the scenes
in The Outlandish
Companion, an
encyclopedic look
at the first four
books of the
Outlander series.
Necessary reading
for new fans just
starting the series
who need to catch
up, long-time
readers wanting to
relive how it all
began, and
everyone in
between, the
companion is
packed with
character guides,
plot synopses, an
extensive Gaelic
glossary, and more.
Outlander (20th
Anniversary
Edition) May 06
2020 Twenty years
ago, the journey
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Gabaldon swept
readers into her
mesmerizing world
brimming with
history, romance,
and adventure. To
celebrate the series
that has captured
the hearts of
millions, Doubleday
Canada will be
publishing a special
anniversary edition
for core Gabaldon
fans and new
readers alike.
Unrivaled
storytelling,
unforgettable
characters, and rich
historical detail are
the hallmarks of
Diana Gabaldon's
novels. Here is the
story that started it
all, introducing two
remarkable
characters: Claire
Randall and Jamie
Fraser. A
spellbinding novel
of passion and
history, that
combines
3/30

exhilarating
adventure with a
love story for the
ages, The
Outlander takes
readers on an
unforgettable
journey.
Go Tell the Bees
that I am Gone May
30 2022 *The
author of the
Sunday Times
bestselling
Outlander series
returns with the
newest novel in the
epic tale*
'Gabaldon's vast
and sweeping
account of the war
is so intricately
plotted and peopled
that one is amazed
she could conceive
and write it in only
seven years'
Independent 'Go
Tell the Bees is
packed with
everything readers
love about the
Outlander series'
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is a gifted worldbuilder, and her
attention to the
unglamorous
details of life in the
past, like digging
privies, plus
authentic portraits
of marriage and
relationships lift
her series' Daily
Telegraph
______________ Jamie
Fraser and Claire
Randall were torn
apart by the
Jacobite Rising of
1745, and it took
them twenty years
to find each other
again. Now the
American
Revolution
threatens to do the
same. It is 1779 and
Claire and Jamie
are at last reunited
with their daughter,
Brianna, her
husband, Roger,
and their children
on Fraser's Ridge.
Having the family
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the Frasers had
thought impossible.
Yet even in the
North Carolina
backcountry, the
effects of war are
being felt. Tensions
in the Colonies are
great and local
feelings run hot
enough to boil
Hell's tea-kettle.
Jamie knows
loyalties among his
own tenants are
split and the war is
on his doorstep. It's
only a matter of
time before the
shooting starts. Not
so far away, young
William Ransom is
still coming to
terms with the
discovery of his
true father's
identity - and thus
his own. Lord John
Grey also has
reconciliations to
make and dangers
to meet . . . on his
son's behalf, and
his own.
4/30

Meanwhile, the
Southern Colonies
blaze, and the
Revolution creeps
ever closer to
Fraser's Ridge. And
Claire, the
physician, wonders
how much of the
blood to be spilt
will belong to those
she loves.
______________
Readers can't get
enough of Go Tell
The Bees ... *****
'6/5 ... like it could
be anything else..'
***** 'I love the
characters, I love
the details, I love
the life Gabaldon
breathes into the
stories.' ***** 'A
wonderful book I'm
sorry to have
finished.' ***** 'Five
stars. This series is
captivating and
tugs on your
heartstrings.' *****
'I adore these
books. I love
Free
Gabaldon'sAccess
work.'
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Voyager:
Outlander Series
Bk. 3 C.2 Aug 28
2019
A Breath Of Snow
And Ashes Jan 14
2021 THE SIXTH
NOVEL IN THE
BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES.
____________________
_____________ The
long fuse of
rebellion has
already been lit. It's
1772, the Royal
Colony of North
Carolina, and the
governor calls upon
Jamie Fraser to
unite the
backcountry and
preserve the colony
for King and Crown.
One minor problem:
Jamie Fraser's wife,
Claire, is a timetraveller, as are his
daughter and sonin-law. And Jamie
knows that three
years hence, the
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the world will be
fired, and the end
of it all will be
independence - with
those loyal to the
King either dead or
in exile. Beyond
present danger,
though, looms the
threat of a tiny
clipping from the
Wilmington
Gazette, dated
1776, which reports
the destruction of
the house on
Fraser's Ridge and
the death by fire of
James Fraser and
all his family. For
once, Jamie Fraser
hopes the timetravelers in his
family are wrong
about the future.
But only time will
tell.
Dragonfly in
Amber, TV tie-in
Apr 04 2020 The
second book in
Diana Gabaldon’s
acclaimed
Outlander saga, the
5/30

basis for the
Outlander
television series. A
magnificent epic
that once again
sweeps us back in
time to the drama
and passion of 18thcentury Scotland.
For twenty years
Claire Randall has
kept her secrets.
But now she is
returning with her
grown daughter to
Scotland's majestic
mist-shrouded hills.
Here Claire plans to
reveal a truth as
stunning as the
events that gave it
birth: about the
mystery of an
ancient circle of
standing stones,
about a love that
transcends the
boundaries of time
and about James
Fraser, a Scottish
warrior whose
gallantry once drew
a young Claire from
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century to the
dangers of his. Now
a legacy of blood
and desire will test
her beautiful
copper-haired
daughter, Brianna,
as Claire's
spellbinding
journey of selfdiscovery continues
in the intrigueridden Paris court
of Charles Stuart,
in a race to thwart
a doomed
Highlands uprising
and in a desperate
fight to save both
the child and the
man she loves.
Lord John and the
Hand of Devils Nov
11 2020 A keepsake
collection of Lord
John Grey's shorter
adventures and a
spectacular
addition to any
Gabaldon fan's
library, Lord John
and the Hand of the
Devils brings these
Access unique
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three
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novellas together
for the first time.
____________ Lord
John and the
Hellfire Club marks
the first appearance
of Lord John
outside the
Outlander novels
(and
chronologically
precedes the novel
Lord John and the
Private Matter). A
young diplomat is
killed in the street
as he begs Lord
John for help.
Witnessing the
murder, Grey vows
to avenge the
young man, as the
trail leads to the
notorious Hellfire
Club and the dark
caves beneath
Medmenham Abbey
In Lord John and
the Succubus,
Grey's assignment
as liaison to a
Hanoverian
regiment in
Germany finds him
6/30

caught between two
threats: the
advancing French
and Austrian army,
and the menace of a
mysterious 'nighthag,' who spreads
fear and death
among the troops.
Acknowledging that
he is unlikely to fall
victim to a
succubus, Lord
John is obliged to
contend with the
marauding nighthag before the
enemy arrives. This
tale with a touch of
the supernatural
bridges the action
between Gabaldon's
two full-length Lord
John tales. Finally,
in Lord John and
the Haunted
Soldier, Lord John
is called to the
Arsenal at
Woolwich to answer
a Royal Commission
of Enquiry's
questions regarding
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exploded during the
battle of Krefeld (a
central action in
Lord John and the
Brotherhood of the
Blade). Accusations
ensue, and Lord
John finds himself
knee-deep in a
morass of
gunpowder,
treason, and plot -haunted by a dead
lieutenant, and
followed by a man
with no face.
____________
Readers love Lord
John and the Hand
of Devils . . . *****
'John Grey is my
spirit animal. I am
such a fan of this
series!' ***** 'My
eyes couldn't read
fast enough!!' *****
' I enjoyed all three,
once again became
lost in the time
period within
seconds of starting
to read....I don't
know how Diana G.
Accessit!'
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does
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really, really liked
this trilogy of
novellas that were
included in this
book.' ***** 'The
insight is
fascinating,
interesting and
favourable.'
The Outlandish
Companion Volume
Two Feb 12 2021
Perfect readers of
the bestselling
Outlander
novels—and don’t
miss the revised
and updated first
volume of The
Outlandish
Companion! More
than a decade ago,
#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon
delighted her
legions of fans with
The Outlandish
Companion, an
indispensable guide
to all the Outlander
books at the time.
But that edition was
just a taste of
7/30

things to come.
Since that
publication, there
have been four
more Outlander
novels, a side
series, assorted
novellas, and one
smash-hit Starz
original television
series. Now
Gabaldon serves up
The Outlandish
Companion, Volume
Two, an all-new
guide to the latest
books in the series.
Written with
Gabaldon’s
signature wit and
intelligence, this
compendium is
bursting with
generous
commentary and
juicy insider details,
including • a
complete
chronology of the
series thus far • full
synopses of The
Fiery Cross, A
Breath of Snow and
Free
Ashes, An Access
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the Bone, and
Written in My Own
Heart’s Blood •
recaps of the Lord
John Grey novels:
Lord John and the
Private Matter,
Lord John and the
Brotherhood of the
Blade, Lord John
and the Hand of
Devils, and The
Scottish Prisoner •
a who’s who of the
cast of Outlander
characters, crossreferenced by book
• detailed maps and
floor plans • a
bibliographic guide
to research sources
• essays on subjects
as wide ranging as
Outlandish
controversies
regarding sex and
violence, the unique
responsibilities of a
writer of historical
fiction, and
Gabaldon’s writing
process • a guided
tour of the clothes,
Accessand
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the eighteenth
century • a Scottish
glossary and
pronunciation guide
• personal photos
from the author
taken on the set of
the Starz Outlander
series As
entertaining,
sweeping, and
addictive as the
series itself, this
second volume of
The Outlandish
Companion is a one
(or two)-of-a-kind
gift from an
incomparable
author.
An Outlander
Collection Sep 21
2021 Read the first
three books in the
million-copy
bestselling
Outlander series
that inspired the TV
show. What if your
future was the
past? Book 1:
Outlander 1946,
and Claire Randall
goes to the Scottish
8/30

Highlands with her
husband Frank. It’s
a second
honeymoon, a
chance to learn how
war has changed
them and to reestablish their
loving marriage.
But one afternoon,
Claire walks
through a circle of
standing stones and
vanishes into 1743,
where the first
person she meets is
a British army
officer - her
husband’s six-times
great-grandfather.
Unfortunately,
Black Jack Randall
is not the man his
descendant is, and
while trying to
escape him, Claire
falls into the hands
of a gang of
Scottish outlaws,
and finds herself a
Sassenach - an
outlander - in
danger from both
Access Free
Jacobites and
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Redcoats.
Marooned amid
danger, passion and
violence, her only
chance of safety lies
in Jamie Fraser, a
gallant young Scots
warrior. What
begins in
compulsion
becomes urgent
need, and Claire
finds herself torn
between two very
different men, in
two irreconcilable
lives. Book 2:
Dragonfly in Amber
For twenty years
Claire Randall has
kept her secrets.
But now she is
returning with her
grown daughter to
the majesty of
Scotland's mistshrouded hills.
Here Claire plans to
reveal a truth as
stunning as the
events that gave it
birth: about the
mystery of an
Access Free
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standing stones,
about a love that
transcends the
boundaries of time,
and about James
Fraser, a warrior
whose gallantry
once drew the
young Claire from
the security of her
century to the
dangers of his. Now
a legacy of blood
and desire will test
her beautiful
daughter as Claire's
spellbinding
journey continues
in the intrigueridden court of
Charles Edward
Stuart, in a race to
thwart a doomed
uprising, and in a
desperate fight to
save both the child
and the man she
loves. Book 3:
Voyager Jamie
Fraser is lying on
the battlefield of
Culloden, where he
rises wounded, to
face execution or
9/30

imprisonment.
Either prospect
pales beside the
pain of loss - his
wife is gone.
Forever. But
sometimes forever
is shorter than one
thinks. In 1746,
Claire Fraser made
a perilous journey
through time,
leaving her young
husband to die at
Culloden, in order
to protect their
unborn child. In
1968, Claire has
just been struck
through the heart,
discovering that
Jamie Fraser didn’t
die in battle. But
where is Jamie
now? With the help
of her grown
daughter, Claire
sets out to find the
man who was her
life - and might be
once again.
Lord John And The
Private Matter Jul
Free
28 2019 A Access
gripping
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historical adventure
from international
#1 bestselling
author Diana
Gabaldon. ***THE
FIRST BOOK IN
THE BELOVED
LORD JOHN GREY
SERIES*** The year
is 1757. On a bright
June day, Lord John
Grey emerges from
his club, his mind in
turmoil. A
nobleman and a
high-ranking officer
in His Majesty's
Army, Grey has just
witnessed
something
shocking. But his
efforts to avoid a
scandal that might
destroy his family
are interrupted by
something still
more urgent: the
Crown appoints him
to investigate the
brutal murder of a
comrade-in-arms,
who might well
have been a traitor.
Access Free
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two inquiries at
once, Major Grey
finds himself
ensnared in a web
of treachery and
betrayal that
touches every level
of society - and
threatens all he
holds dear. From
the bawdy-houses
of London's night
world to the
drawing rooms of
the nobility, from
the blood of a
murdered corpse to
the thundering seas
of the East India
Company, Lord
John follows the
elusive trail of the
woman in green
who may hold the
key to everything or to nothing at all.
The early days of
the Seven Years'
War come
brilliantly to life in
this historical
adventure mystery
by the acclaimed
author whose
10/30

unique and
compelling
storytelling has
engrossed millions
of readers
worldwide.
The Official
Outlander Coloring
Book Oct 11 2020
This spectacular
adult coloring book
features forty-five
all-new
illustrations! THE
WORLD OF
OUTLANDER
AWAITS From the
lush green of the
Scottish Highlands
to the military red
of a British soldier’s
coat or the vibrant
hues of a tartan
kilt, the colorful
world of Claire
Beauchamp Randall
and Jamie Fraser is
now yours to
explore. Featuring
gorgeous natural
landscapes,
detailed drawings
of Claire’s
Access Free
medicinal herbs,
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depictions of the
books’ most
beloved scenes and
characters, and
intricately rendered
clothing, weapons,
and armor straight
out of eighteenthcentury Scotland,
these exquisite
black-and-white
images—from
renowned
illustrators Juan
Alarcón, Yvonne
Gilbert, Craig
Phillips, Jon
Proctor, Tomislav
Tomić, and Rebecca
Zomchek—are
designed to dazzle
and inspire. Fans of
the series, as well
as lovers of history
and art, can party
like it’s 1743.
The Scottish
Prisoner Oct 30
2019 From the
international
bestselling author
of the Outlander
series, the terrific
Access
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new
novel
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the ever-popular
Lord John. 1760.
Jamie Fraser is a
paroled prisoner-ofwar in the remote
Lake District. Close
enough to the son
he cannot claim as
his own, his quiet
existence is
interrupted first by
dreams of his lost
wife, then by the
appearance of
Tobias Quinn, an
erstwhile comrade
from the Rising.
Lord John Grey aristocrat, soldier,
sometime spy - is in
possession of
papers which reveal
a damning case of
corruption and
murder against a
British officer. But
the documents also
hint at a far more
dangerous
conspiracy. Soon
Lord John and
Jamie are unwilling
companions on the
road to Ireland, a
11/30

country whose
castles hold
dreadful secrets,
and where the
bones of the dead
are hidden, in an
epic story of
treachery - and
scores that can only
be settled in blood.
Virgins: An
Outlander Novella
Sep 29 2019 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • A
young Jamie Fraser
learns what it really
means to become a
man in this
Outlander prequel
novella. Featuring
all the trademark
suspense,
adventure, and
history of Diana
Gabaldon’s #1
bestselling novels
and the Starz
original series,
Virgins is now
available for the
first time as a
standalone ebook.
Free
Mourning Access
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of his father and
gravely injured at
the hands of the
English, Jamie
Fraser finds himself
running with a band
of mercenaries in
the French
countryside, where
he reconnects with
his old friend Ian
Murray. Both are
nursing wounds;
both have good
reason to stay out
of Scotland; and
both are still
virgins, despite
several
opportunities to
remedy that
deplorable situation
with ladies of easy
virtue. But Jamie’s
love life becomes
infinitely more
complicated—and
dangerous—when
fate brings the
young men into the
service of Dr.
Hasdi, a Jewish
gentleman who
Accessthem
Free Dragonfly
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two priceless
treasures to Paris.
One is an old Torah;
the other is the
doctor’s beautiful
granddaughter,
Rebekah, destined
for an arranged
marriage. Both
Jamie and Ian are
instantly drawn to
the bride-to-be—but
they might be more
cautious if they had
any idea who
they’re truly
dealing with. Praise
for Diana
Gabaldon’s
Outlander series
“Marvelous and
fantastic
adventures,
romance, sex . . .
perfect escape
reading.”—San
Francisco
Chronicle, on
Outlander “History
comes deliciously
alive on the
page.”—New York
Daily News, on
Outlander
12/30

“Gabaldon is a born
storyteller. . . . The
pages practically
turn
themselves.”—The
Arizona Republic,
on Dragonfly in
Amber “Triumphant
. . . Her use of
historical detail and
a truly adult love
story confirm
Gabaldon as a
superior
writer.”—Publishers
Weekly, on Voyager
“Unforgettable
characters . . .
richly embroidered
with historical
detail.”—The
Cincinnati Post, on
Drums of Autumn
“A grand adventure
written on a canvas
that probes the
heart, weighs the
soul and measures
the human spirit
across
[centuries].”—CNN,
on The Fiery Cross
“The large scope of
Access Free
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Gabaldon to do
what she does best,
paint in exquisite
detail the lives of
her
characters.”—Bookl
ist, on A Breath of
Snow and Ashes
“Features all the
passion and
swashbuckling that
fans of this
historical fantasy
series have come to
expect.”—People,
on Written in My
Own Heart’s Blood
Il ritorno Dec 25
2021
Dragonfly In
Amber Jun 30 2022
THE SECOND
NOVEL IN THE
BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES - now a
major new TV
series. For twenty
years Claire
Randall has kept
her secrets. But
now she is
returning with her
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the majesty of
Scotland's mistshrouded hills.
Here Claire plans to
reveal a truth as
stunning as the
events that gave it
birth: about the
mystery of an
ancient circle of
standing stones,
about a love that
transcends the
boundaries of time,
and about James
Fraser, a warrior
whose gallantry
once drew the
young Claire from
the security of her
century to the
dangers of his. Now
a legacy of blood
and desire will test
her beautiful
daughter as Claire's
spellbinding
journey continues
in the intrigueridden court of
Charles Edward
Stuart, in a race to
thwart a doomed
uprising, and in a
13/30

desperate fight to
save both the child
and the man she
loves.
Prequel Jun 06
2020
Voyager Feb 24
2022 THE THIRD
NOVEL IN THE
BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES, NOW A
HIT TV SHOW
Jamie Fraser is
lying on the
battlefield of
Culloden, where he
rises wounded, to
face execution or
imprisonment.
Either prospect
pales beside the
pain of loss - his
wife is gone.
Forever. But
sometimes forever
is shorter than one
thinks. In 1746,
Claire Fraser made
a perilous journey
through time,
leaving her young
husband to die at
Access
Free
Culloden, in
order
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to protect their
unborn child. In
1968, Claire has
just been struck
through the heart,
discovering that
Jamie Fraser didn't
die in battle. But
where is Jamie
now? With the help
of her grown
daughter, Claire
sets out to find the
man who was her
life - and might be
once again.
Outlander Oct 03
2022 Claire Randall
is leading a double
life. She has a
husband in one
century, and a lover
in another... In
1945, Claire
Randall, a former
combat nurse, is
back from the war
and reunited with
her husband on a
second
honeymoon—when
she innocently
touches a boulder
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ancient stone
circles that dot the
British Isles.
Suddenly she is a
Sassenach—an
"outlander"—in a
Scotland torn by
war and raiding
border clans in the
year of our
Lord...1743. Hurled
back in time by
forces she cannot
understand, Claire's
destiny in soon
inextricably
intertwined with
Clan MacKenzie
and the forbidden
Castle Leoch. She is
catapulted without
warning into the
intrigues of lairds
and spies that may
threaten her life
...and shatter her
heart. For here,
James Fraser, a
gallant young Scots
warrior, shows her
a passion so fierce
and a love so
absolute that Claire
becomes a woman
14/30

torn between
fidelity and
desire...and
between two vastly
different men in
two irreconcilable
lives.
Dragonfly in
Amber Nov 04
2022 THE SECOND
NOVEL IN THE
BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES - now a
major new TV
series. For twenty
years Claire
Randall has kept
her secrets. But
now she is
returning with her
grown daughter to
the majesty of
Scotland's mistshrouded hills.
Here Claire plans to
reveal a truth as
stunning as the
events that gave it
birth: about the
mystery of an
ancient circle of
standing stones,
Access
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transcends the
boundaries of time,
and about James
Fraser, a warrior
whose gallantry
once drew the
young Claire from
the security of her
century to the
dangers of his. Now
a legacy of blood
and desire will test
her beautiful
daughter as Claire's
spellbinding
journey continues
in the intrigueridden court of
Charles Edward
Stuart, in a race to
thwart a doomed
uprising, and in a
desperate fight to
save both the child
and the man she
loves.
Chasing the Wind
Mar 04 2020
Smuggler. Smoker.
Aviatrix. Thief. The
dynamic Roxy
Loewen is all these
things and more, in
Access
Free Dragonfly
this
riveting
and In

Amber Outlander 2 Diana
Gabaldon Free Download
Pdf

gorgeous historical
fiction novel for
readers of Paula
McLain, Roberta
Rich, Kate Morton
and Jacqueline
Winspear. You
should never fall in
love with a flyer.
You should only fall
in love with flight.
That's what Roxy
Loewen always
thought, until she
falls for fellow pilot
Jocco Zomack as
they run guns into
Ethiopia. Jocco may
be a godless
commie, but his
father is a leading
art dealer and he's
found the original
of Bruegel's famous
painting, the Fall of
Icarus. The trouble
is, it's in Spain, a
country slipping
fast into civil war.
The money's better
than good--if Roxy
can just get the
painting to Berlin
and back out again
15/30

before
Reichsmarshall
Hermann Göring
and his Nazi pals
get their hands on
it . . . But this is
1936, and Hitler's
Olympics are in full
swing. Not only
that, but Göring has
teamed up with
Roxy's greatest
enemy: Sydney
Munroe, an
American
billionaire
responsible for the
death of her
beloved dad seven
years before. When
the Nazis steal the
painting, Roxy and
Jocco decide that
they are just going
to have to steal it
back. What happens
when Icarus flies
too close to the
sun? Roxy is going
to find out. From
African skies to a
cellar in Madrid,
from the shadow
Free
cast by theAccess
swastika
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to the world above
the clouds on the
Hindenburg's last
voyage, in the end
Roxy will have just
two choices left-but only one bullet.
The Outlandish
Companion
(Revised and
Updated) Nov 23
2021 Perfect for
readers of the
bestselling
Outlander
novels—and don’t
miss The
Outlandish
Companion Volume
Two! #1 New York
Times bestselling
author Diana
Gabaldon has
captivated millions
of readers with her
critically acclaimed
Outlander novels,
the inspiration for
the Starz original
series. From the
moment Claire
Randall stepped
through a standing
Access circle
Free Dragonfly
stone
and In
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was thrown back in
time to the year
1743—and into a
world that
threatens life, limb,
loyalty, heart, soul,
and everything else
Claire has—readers
have been hungry
to know everything
about this world
and its inhabitants,
particularly a
Scottish soldier
named Jamie
Fraser. In this
beautifully
illustrated
compendium of all
things Outlandish,
Gabaldon covers
the first four novels
of the main series,
including: • full
synopses of
Outlander,
Dragonfly in
Amber, Voyager,
and Drums of
Autumn • a
complete listing of
the characters
(fictional and
historical) in the
16/30

first four novels in
the series, as well
as family trees and
genealogical notes
• a comprehensive
glossary and
pronunciation guide
to Gaelic terms and
usage • The
Gabaldon Theory of
Time Travel,
explained •
frequently asked
questions to the
author and her
(sometimes
surprising) answers
• an annotated
bibliography •
essays about
medicine and magic
in the eighteenth
century,
researching
historical fiction,
creating characters,
and more •
professionally cast
horoscopes for
Jamie and Claire •
the making of the
TV series: how we
got there from
Access Free
here, and what
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happened next
(including “My
Brief Career as a
TV Actor”) •
behind-the-scenes
photos from the
Outlander TV series
set For anyone who
wants to spend
more time with the
Outlander
characters and the
world they inhabit,
Diana Gabaldon
here opens a door
through the
standing stones and
offers a guided tour
of what lies within.
Through the Stones
Jan 02 2020
Readers of Diana
Gabaldon's Cross
Stitch, Dragonfly in
Amber, Voyager,
and Drums of
Autumn, will
welcome the
newest addition to
the series: Through
the Stones, an
illustrated
companion and
Access to
Free
Dragonfly In
guide
Gabaldon's
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immensely popular
series of Scottish
historical fantasies,
chronicling the
adventures of
Claire Randall and
Jamie Fraser.
Through the Stones
features maps,
illustrations of
Highland weaponry,
jewelry, and
buildings, family
trees of the
Frasers, Randalls,
and MacKenzies,
glossaries and
pronunciation
guides to the Gaelic
and other nonEnglish terms in the
books, and detailed
synopses of the four
novels. In addition,
this lavish
companion volume
includes a section
containing answers
to questions asked
most frequently by
readers (e. g 'Is
there another novel
in the series?' (yes,
two more) 'Who
17/30

killed Jack Randall?'
(You think I
know?!?)), and a
number of essays
by the author on
the origins and
backgrounds of the
fictional and
historical
characters in the
novels, medicine
and magic in the
18th century, the
art and science of
researching
historical fiction,
and how to cure
impotence (or not)
by rubbing the male
parts with a
diamond.
The Space
Between: An
Outlander Novella
Jun 26 2019
Features a preview
of the muchanticipated new
Outlander novel,
Written in My Own
Heart's Blood! Joan
MacKimmie is on
her way to Paris to
Access Free
take up her
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vocation as a nun.
Yet her decision is
less a matter of
faith than fear, for
Joan is plagued by
mysterious voices
that speak of the
future, and by
visions that mark
those about to die.
The sanctuary of
the nunnery
promises respite
from these
unwanted
visitations . . . or so
she prays. Her
chaperone is
Michael Murray, a
young widower
who, though he still
mourns the death of
his wife, finds
himself powerfully
drawn to his
charge. But when
the time-traveling
Comte St. Germain
learns of Joan's
presence in Paris,
and of her link to
Claire Fraser--La
Dame Blanche-Access Free
Dragonfly In
Murray
is drawn
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into a battle whose
stakes are not
merely the life but
the very soul of the
Scotswoman who,
without even trying,
has won his heart.
Outlander Apr 28
2022 #1 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
first book in Diana
Gabaldon’s
acclaimed
Outlander saga, the
basis for the Starz
original series. One
of the top ten bestloved novels in
America, as seen on
PBS’s The Great
American Read!
Unrivaled
storytelling.
Unforgettable
characters. Rich
historical detail.
These are the
hallmarks of Diana
Gabaldon’s work.
Her New York
Times bestselling
Outlander novels
have earned the
18/30

praise of critics and
captured the hearts
of millions of fans.
Here is the story
that started it all,
introducing two
remarkable
characters, Claire
Beauchamp Randall
and Jamie Fraser,
in a spellbinding
novel of passion
and history that
combines
exhilarating
adventure with a
love story for the
ages. Scottish
Highlands, 1945.
Claire Randall, a
former British
combat nurse, is
just back from the
war and reunited
with her husband
on a second
honeymoon when
she walks through a
standing stone in
one of the ancient
circles that dot the
British Isles.
Suddenly she is a
Access Free
Sassenach—an
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“outlander”—in a
Scotland torn by
war and raiding
clans in the year of
Our Lord . . . 1743.
Claire is catapulted
into the intrigues of
a world that
threatens her life,
and may shatter her
heart. Marooned
amid danger,
passion, and
violence, Claire
learns her only
chance of safety lies
in Jamie Fraser, a
gallant young Scots
warrior. What
begins in
compulsion
becomes urgent
need, and Claire
finds herself torn
between two very
different men, in
two irreconcilable
lives.
Voyager Oct 23
2021 NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
third book in Diana
Access Free Dragonfly In
Gabaldon’s
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acclaimed
Outlander saga, the
basis for the Starz
original series.
“Triumphant . . .
Her use of
historical detail and
a truly adult love
story confirm
Gabaldon as a
superior
writer.”—Publishers
Weekly In this rich,
vibrant tale, Diana
Gabaldon continues
the story of Claire
Randall and Jamie
Fraser that began
with the nowclassic novel
Outlander and
continued in
Dragonfly in
Amber. Sweeping
us from the
battlefields of
eighteenth-century
Scotland to the
West Indies, Diana
Gabaldon weaves
magic once again in
an exhilarating and
utterly
unforgettable novel.
19/30

He was dead.
However, his nose
throbbed painfully,
which he thought
odd in the
circumstances.
Jamie Fraser is,
alas, not dead—but
he is in hell.
Waking among the
fallen on Culloden
Field, he is
concerned neither
for his men nor his
wounds but for his
wife and their
unborn child. Lord,
he prayed
passionately, that
she may be safe.
She and the child.
It’s a prayer he’ll
utter many times
over the next
twenty years, never
knowing but always
hoping that Claire
made it through the
standing stones,
back to the safety
of her own time.
Safe she is, but
believing Jamie
Access
Free
gone forever,
she’s
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obliged to live
without a heart, her
only comfort their
daughter, Brianna.
But now, their
daughter grown,
she discovers that
Jamie survived, and
a fateful decision
lies before her: Stay
with her beloved
daughter, or go
back to search
Scotland’s
dangerous past for
the man who was
her heart and soul,
sustained only by
the hope that they
will still know each
other if she finds
him.
The Outlandish
Companion
Volume Two Aug
21 2021 Perfect
readers of the
bestselling
Outlander
novels—and don’t
miss the revised
and updated first
volume of The
Access Free Dragonfly In
Outlandish
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Companion! More
than a decade ago,
#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon
delighted her
legions of fans with
The Outlandish
Companion, an
indispensable guide
to all the Outlander
books at the time.
But that edition was
just a taste of
things to come.
Since that
publication, there
have been four
more Outlander
novels, a side
series, assorted
novellas, and one
smash-hit Starz
original television
series. Now
Gabaldon serves up
The Outlandish
Companion, Volume
Two, an all-new
guide to the latest
books in the series.
Written with
Gabaldon’s
signature wit and
20/30

intelligence, this
compendium is
bursting with
generous
commentary and
juicy insider details,
including • a
complete
chronology of the
series thus far • full
synopses of The
Fiery Cross, A
Breath of Snow and
Ashes, An Echo in
the Bone, and
Written in My Own
Heart’s Blood •
recaps of the Lord
John Grey novels:
Lord John and the
Private Matter,
Lord John and the
Brotherhood of the
Blade, Lord John
and the Hand of
Devils, and The
Scottish Prisoner •
a who’s who of the
cast of Outlander
characters, crossreferenced by book
• detailed maps and
floor plans • a
Access
Free
bibliographic
guide
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to research sources
• essays on subjects
as wide ranging as
Outlandish
controversies
regarding sex and
violence, the unique
responsibilities of a
writer of historical
fiction, and
Gabaldon’s writing
process • a guided
tour of the clothes,
food, and music of
the eighteenth
century • a Scottish
glossary and
pronunciation guide
• personal photos
from the author
taken on the set of
the Starz Outlander
series As
entertaining,
sweeping, and
addictive as the
series itself, this
second volume of
The Outlandish
Companion is a one
(or two)-of-a-kind
gift from an
incomparable
Access Free Dragonfly In
author.
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Drums Of Autumn
Jan 26 2022 THE
FOURTH NOVEL
IN THE
BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES - NEW A
MAJOR TV SERIES
How far will a
woman travel to
find a father, a
lover a destiny?
Across seas, across
time – across the
grave itself. It
began in Scotland,
at an ancient stone
circle. Claire
Randall was swept
through time into
the arms of James
Fraser whose love
for her became
legend - a tale of
tragic passion that
ended with her
return to the
present to bear his
child. Two decades
later, Claire
travelled back
again to reunite
with Jamie, this
time in frontier
21/30

America. But Claire
had left someone
behind in her own
time - their
daughter Brianna.
Now Brianna has
made a disturbing
discovery that
sends her to the
stone circle and a
terrifying leap into
the unknown. In
search of her
mother and the
father she has
never met, she risks
her own future to
try to change
history - and to save
their lives. But as
Brianna plunges
into an uncharted
wilderness, a
heartbreaking
encounter may
strand her forever
in the past - or root
her in the place she
should be, where
her heart and soul
belong...
The Outlandish
Companion Mar 28
2022 DianaAccess Free
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Gabaldon has
captivated millions
of readers with her
critically acclaimed
Outlander novels.
Now Gabaldon
serves up The
Outlandish
Companion, Volume
Two, an all-new
guide to Books 5-8
in the series: A
Fiery Cross, A
Breath of Snow and
Ashes, An Echo in
the Bone, and
Written in My Own
Heart's Blood
Written with
Gabaldonâe(tm)s
signature wit and
intelligence, this
compendium is
bursting with
generous
commentary and
juicy insider details,
including: * A
complete
chronology of the
series thus far; *
Full synopses of A
Fiery Cross, A
Access Free
Dragonfly
Breath
of Snow
andIn
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Ashes, An Echo in
the Bone, and
Written in My Own
Heartâe(tm)s
Blood; * Recaps of
the Lord John Grey
novels: Lord John
and the Private
Matter, Lord John
and the
Brotherhood of the
Blade, Lord John
and the Hand of
Devils, and The
Scottish Prisoner; *
A whoâe(tm)s who
of the cast of
Outlander
characters, crossreferenced by book;
* Detailed maps and
floor plans; * A
bibliographic guide
to research
sources; * Essays
on subjects as wide
ranging as
Outlandish
controversies
regarding sex and
violence, the unique
responsibilities of a
writer of historical
fiction, and
22/30

Gabaldonâe(tm)s
writing process; * A
guided tour of the
clothes, food, and
music of the
eighteenth century;
* A Scottish
glossary and
pronunciation
guide; * Personal
photos from the
author taken on the
set of the Outlander
series. As
entertaining,
sweeping, and
addictive as the
series itself, this
second volume of
The Outlandish
Companion is a one
(or two)-of-a-kind
gift from an
incomparable
author.
The Fiery Cross
Jul 08 2020
____________________
_______________ THE
FIFTH NOVEL IN
THE BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES Now a
Access Free
major TV series
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1771: the Colony of
North Carolina
stands in an uneasy
balance, with the
rich, colonial
aristocracy on one
side and the
struggling pioneers
of the backcountry
on the other.
Between them
stands Jamie
Fraser, a man of
honour, a man of
worth. Exiled from
his beloved
Scotland, he is at
last possessed of
the land he has
longed for. By his
side his
extraordinary wife,
Claire, a woman out
of time and out of
place, blessed with
the uneasy gift of
the knowledge of
what is to come. In
the past, that
knowledge has
brought both
danger and
deliverance to
Access and
Free Dragonfly
Jamie
Claire. In
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Now it could be a
flickering torch that
will light their way
through the
perilous years
ahead - or might
ignite a
conflagration that
will leave their lives
in ashes.
____________________
_______________ The
Fiery Cross is by
turns poignant,
page-turning,
meticulous in its
historical detail and
searingly
passionate. The
Outlander series
begins with
Outlander.
Dragonfly in Amber
Jun 18 2021 NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
second book in
Diana Gabaldon’s
acclaimed
Outlander saga, the
basis for the Starz
original series. “A
triumph! A
powerful tale
23/30

layered in history
and myth. I loved
every page.”—Nora
Roberts With her
classic novel
Outlander, Diana
Gabaldon
introduced two
unforgettable
characters—Claire
Randall and Jamie
Fraser—delighting
readers with a story
of adventure and
love that spanned
two centuries. Now
Gabaldon returns to
that extraordinary
time and place in
this vivid, powerful
sequel to
Outlander. For
twenty years, Claire
Randall has kept
her secrets. But
now she is
returning with her
grown daughter to
the mysteries of
Scotland’s mistshrouded
Highlands. Here
Claire plans to
Access
reveal a truth
asFree
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shocking as the
events that gave it
birth: the secret of
an ancient circle of
standing stones, the
secret of a love that
transcends
centuries, and the
truth of a man
named Jamie
Fraser—a Highland
warrior whose
gallantry once drew
the young Claire
from the security of
her century to the
dangers of his.
Claire’s
spellbinding
journey continues
through the
intrigue-ridden
French court and
the menace of
Jacobite plots, to
the Highlands of
Scotland, through
war and death in a
desperate fight to
save both the child
and the man she
loves.
A Trail of Fire
Access
Free
Dragonfly
May
18
2021
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extraordinary
stories featuring
characters from the
bestselling
Outlander series.
The fiery trails of
tracer bullets, as a
wounded Spitfire
falls from the sky. A
Jamaican plantation
burns deep into the
night. A handful of
heroic Highlanders
fight their way
straight up a
vertical cliff to
stand on the Plains
of Abraham in a
fiery dawn. And a
torch burns green,
through the eerie
surrounds of a
Parisian cemetery,
down into the
mysteries of the
earth. Four
Outlander tales,
each set in a
different time and
place, and yet each
one a fiery thread
in the warp and
weft of the epic
story that began in
24/30

Scotland in 1945,
when Claire Randall
first touched a
boulder in an
ancient stone circle
and was hurled
back in time...
I Give You My Body
Aug 09 2020
Bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon
divulges the writing
secrets behind the
sex scenes in her
wildly popular
Outlander novels.
“Ask me to your
bed,” he said. “I
shall come to ye.”
In this revealing
compendium,
acclaimed writer
Diana Gabaldon
shares her
invaluable lessons
for creating an
immersive reading
experience, from
evoking a mood to
using the power of
emotions to
communicate
physical intimacy.
You’ll learnAccess
the Free
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difference between
gratuitous sex and
genuine encounters
that move the story
forward, and how to
handle less-thansavory acts that
nevertheless serve
a narrative
purpose. Gabaldon
also notes that sex
can be conveyed
instead of
described. With
such tips as “The
Rule of Three” for
involving the
senses, handy lists
of naughty
euphemisms (with
instructions for
use), and
Gabaldon’s own
examples from the
Outlander novels, “I
Give You My Body .
. .” is a master class
in writing to draw
readers in and keep
them riveted to the
page.
Written in My
Own Heart's
Access Free
In
Blood
MarDragonfly
16 2021
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The latest epic
volume in the
multimillion-copy
bestselling
Outlander series. It
is June 1778, and
the world seems to
be turning upsidedown. The British
Army is
withdrawing from
Philadelphia, with
George Washington
in pursuit, and for
the first time, it
looks as if the
rebels might
actually win. But
for Claire Fraser
and her family,
there are even
more tumultuous
revolutions that
have to be
accommodated. Her
former husband,
Jamie, has returned
from the dead,
demanding to know
why in his absence
she married his
best friend, Lord
John Grey. Lord
John's son, the
25/30

ninth Earl of
Ellesmere, is no
less shocked to
discover that his
real father is
actually the newly
resurrected Jamie
Fraser, and Jamie's
nephew Ian Murray
discovers that his
new-found cousin
has an eye for the
woman who has
just agreed to
marry him. And
while Claire is
terrified that one of
her husbands may
be about to murder
the other, in the
20th century her
descendants face
even more
desperate turns of
events. Her
daughter Brianna is
trying to protect
her son from a
vicious criminal
with murder on his
mind, while her
husband Roger has
disappeared into
Free
the past . .Access
.
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Seven Stones to
Stand or Fall Jul
20 2021 A
collection of seven
short stories set in
the Outlander
universe, never
before published
together, including
two original stories.
Over the course of
her Outlander
novels, #1 New
York Times
bestselling author
Diana Gabaldon has
created a
spellbinding,
brilliantly imagined
world. Now, in
Seven Stones to
Stand or Fall, she
gathers a
magnificent
collection of short
fiction—including
two never-beforepublished
novellas—all
extending the story
of Outlander in
thrilling new
directions. This
Access Free
Dragonfly In
riveting,
romantic
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collection includes:
"Besieged" (original
novella), "Survival"
(original novella),
"Virgins," "The
Space Between,"
"Lord John and the
Plague of Zombies,"
"A Leaf on the Wind
of All Hallows" and
"The Custom of the
Army." Filling in
mesmerizing
chapters in the lives
of characters
readers have
followed over the
course of thousands
of pages,
Gabaldon's genius
is on full display
throughout this
must-have
collection.
Atrapada en el
tiempo (Saga
Outlander 2) Dec
13 2020 Segunda
entrega de la
exitosa saga de
Diana Gabaldon
«Outlander» en la
que se basa la
popular serie de
26/30

televisión. Una
historia de amor
diferente, en la que
los encuentros
fortuitos y el juego
equívoco del tiempo
se conjugan en un
intrigante final.
Veinte años
después de haber
experimentado la
más extraña
aventura de su vida
-un viaje a través
del tiempo hasta la
Escocia del siglo
XVIII-, Claire
Randall regresa con
su hija Brianna a
las imponentes y
misteriosas
montañas escocesas
donde todo
comenzó. Con la
ayuda de Roger, un
joven historiador,
Claire se lanza a
una obsesiva
búsqueda de las
tumbas de los
caídos en la batalla
de Culloden,librada
en 1745. El paso
del tiempoAccess
no haFree
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podido borrar los
intensos recuerdos
de un amor difícil
de explicar. Con el
transcurrir de los
días, Claire irá
descubriendo, ante
los ojos incrédulos
de su hija y de
Roger, el fascinante
secreto cuya clave
es el cauce interior
que conduce al
pasado. Reseñas:
«Conmovedora,
audaz,
emocionante... Con
gran maestría,
Gabaldon entrelaza
períodos históricos
sin perder nunca el
hilo argumental.»
Locus «De cualidad
superior, un talento
que va más allá de
una narración
inteligente.» The
Grand Prairie News
An Echo in the
Bone Apr 16 2021
THE TRIUMPHANT
SEVENTH NOVEL
IN THE MULTIAccess Free Dragonfly In
MILLION
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BESTSELLING
OUTLANDER
SERIES. The year is
1777. The place,
North Carolina. And
as the American
rebellion grows in
intensity,
Highlander Jamie
Fraser and his wife
Claire need to
decide which side
their family is going
to be on. The choice
should be an easy
one, given that
Claire was born in
the twentieth
century and has
already seen the
future - in history
books. But things
are never simple
where the Frasers
are concerned, as
father and son
unwittingly come
face to face on the
battlefield, and an
old adversary
reaches forward in
time to threaten the
next generation. Up
to now, Claire and
27/30

Jamie's love has
survived every
danger history has
put in their path,
but in the chaos of
war, with families
bitterly divided
against each other,
is the future finally
going to catch up
with them?
The Outlander
Series Bundle:
Books 1, 2, 3, and 4
Sep 02 2022
There’s never been
a better time to
discover the novels
behind the
blockbuster Starz
original series
Outlander. Blending
rich historical
fiction with riveting
adventure and a
truly epic love
story, here are the
first four books of
Diana Gabaldon’s
New York Times
bestselling saga
that introduced the
world to the
Access Free
brilliant Claire
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Randall and valiant
Highlander Jamie
Fraser:
OUTLANDER
DRAGONFLY IN
AMBER VOYAGER
DRUMS OF
AUTUMN Scottish
Highlands, 1945.
Claire Randall, a
former British
combat nurse, is
just back from the
war and reunited
with her husband
on a second
honeymoon when
she walks through a
standing stone in
one of the ancient
circles that dot the
British Isles.
Suddenly she is a
Sassenach—an
“outlander”—in a
Scotland torn by
war and raiding
clans in the year of
Our Lord . . . 1743.
Claire is catapulted
into the intrigues of
a world that
threatens her life,
Access
Free
Dragonfly
In
and
may
shatter
her
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heart. Marooned
amid danger,
passion, and
violence, her only
chance of safety lies
in Jamie Fraser, a
gallant young Scots
warrior. What
begins in
compulsion
becomes urgent
need, and Claire
finds herself torn
between two very
different men, in
two irreconcilable
lives. Praise for
Diana Gabaldon’s
Outlander novels
“Marvelous and
fantastic
adventures,
romance, sex . . .
perfect escape
reading.”—San
Francisco
Chronicle, on
Outlander “History
comes deliciously
alive on the
page.”—New York
Daily News, on
Outlander
“Gabaldon is a born
28/30

storyteller. . . . The
pages practically
turn
themselves.”—The
Arizona Republic,
on Dragonfly in
Amber “Triumphant
. . . Her use of
historical detail and
a truly adult love
story confirm
Gabaldon as a
superior
writer.”—Publishers
Weekly, on Voyager
“Unforgettable
characters . . .
richly embroidered
with historical
detail.”—The
Cincinnati Post, on
Drums of Autumn
The Exile Dec 01
2019 Diana
Gabaldon’s brilliant
storytelling has
captivated millions
of readers in her
bestselling and
award-winning
Outlander saga.
Now, in her firstever graphic novel,
Access Free
Gabaldon gives
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readers a fresh look
at the events of the
original Outlander:
Jamie Fraser’s side
of the story,
gorgeously
rendered by artist
Hoang Nguyen.
After too long an
absence, Jamie
Fraser is coming
home to
Scotland—but not
without great
trepidation. Though
his beloved
godfather,
Murtagh, promised
Jamie’s late parents
he’d watch over
their brash son,
making good on
that vow will be no
easy task. There’s
already a fat bounty
on the young exile’s
head, courtesy of
Captain Black Jack
Randall, the
sadistic British
officer who’s
crossed paths—and
swords—with Jamie
Access
in
the Free
past.Dragonfly
And in In
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the court of the
mighty MacKenzie
clan, Jamie is a
pawn in the power
struggle between
his uncles: aging
chieftain Colum,
who demands his
nephew’s
loyalty—or his
life—and Dougal,
war chieftain of
Clan MacKenzie,
who’d sooner see
Jamie put to the
sword than
anointed Colum’s
heir. And then there
is Claire
Randall—mysteriou
s, beautiful, and
strong-willed, who
appears in Jamie’s
life to stir his
compassion . . . and
arouse his desire.
But even as Jamie’s
heart draws him to
Claire, Murtagh is
certain she’s been
sent by the Old
Ones, and Captain
Randall accuses her
of being a spy.
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Claire clearly has
something to hide,
though Jamie can’t
believe she could
pose him any
danger. Still, he
knows she is torn
between two
choices—a life with
him, and whatever
it is that draws her
thoughts so often
elsewhere. Step
into the captivating,
passionate, and
suspenseful world
of The Exile, and
experience the
storytelling magic
of Diana Gabaldon
as never before.
Lord John and the
Brotherhood of
the Blade Feb 01
2020 From the
exquisitely talented
and award-winning
author of the
Outlander Saga
come two additions
to the oeuvre, both
featuring Lord John
Grey. This dashing
Access Free
character first
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appeared in
Gabaldon’s
blockbuster,
Voyager, and
readers cheered
him on in the New
York Times
bestselling Lord
John and the
Private Matter.
Diana Gabaldon
takes readers back
to eighteenthcentury Britain as
Lord John Grey
pursues a deadly
family secret as
well as a
clandestine love
affair, set against
the background of
the Seven Years
War. Seventeen
years earlier,
Grey’s father, the
Duke of Pardloe,
shot himself, days
before he was to be
accused of being a
Jacobite traitor. By
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raising a regiment
to fight at Culloden,
Grey’s elder
brother has
succeeded in
redeeming the
family name, aided
by Grey, now a
major in that
regiment. But now,
on the eve of the
regiment’s move to
Germany, comes a
mysterious threat
that throws the
matter of the
Duke’s death into
stark new question,
and brings the Grey
brothers into fresh
conflict with the
past and each
other. From
barracks and
parade grounds to
the battlefields of
Prussia and the
stony fells of the
Lake District, Lord
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John’s struggle to
find the truth leads
him through danger
and passion, ever
deeper, toward the
answer to the
question at the
centre of his
soul–what is it that
is most important to
a man? Love,
loyalty, family
name? Self-respect,
or honesty?
Surviving both the
battle of Krefeld
and a searing
personal betrayal,
he returns to the
Lake District to find
the man who may
hold the key to his
quest: a Jacobite
prisoner named
Jamie Fraser. Here,
Grey finds his truth
and faces a final
choice: between
honour and life
itself.
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